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F O R E W O R D 
The Central Environmental Authority been the key organization for the protection 
and improvement of the environment in Sri Lanka has launched several programmes 
to enhance public awareness on Environmental issues. 
An information source to help identified the environmentalists who are experts in 
various aspects of environment was a long felt need. The Directory of Environmental 
Expertise in Sri Lanka would satisfy this requirement to some extent. 
The present directory is an improvement of the previous edition (1994) as it has wider 
coverage of personnel and has more comprehensive information. We hope that this 
directory would benefit the information users both at the national and international 
levels in identifying the Sri Lankan environmental experts who are having relevant 
expertise. 
I am grateful to the Forest Resource Management Project (FRMP) which provided 
financial assistance for this directory. 
Manel Jayamanna 
Director General 
Central Environmental Authority 
104, Robert Gunawardena Mawatha, 
Battararnulla 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
The Directory of Environmental Expertise in Sri Lanka is compiled using the information 
received from the environmental experts who responded to the advertisement published 
in newspapers. 
The following criteria were adopted for identifying the environmentalists; 
* Educational Qualifications (those having reasonable knowledge and 
experience on an environmental subjects) 
* Persons holding key positions in environmental organizations 
* Consultants/research workers of environmental projects 
* Authors of publications related to environmental matters 
A computerized database was developed to store information on the environmental experts. 
The directory' contains some data selected from the database. 
Entries in the Directory have been arranged alphabetically by the name of the environmental 
experts. A name index and a subject index are provided. CEA intends updating the directory 
at regular intervals. We welcome suggestions for the improvement of the directory. 
Senior Librarian 
Central Environmental Authority 
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001. N A M E A B E Y K O O N , A. (Mr.) 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
Head, 
(Administration & Information 
Technology) 
IUCN-The World Conservation Union, 
53, Horton Place, 
Colombo 7 
2684218/2682478 
2682470 
aab@iucnsl.org 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
218/21 L, Colombo Road, 
Kurunegala 
037-32170 
QUALIFICATIONS Post Grad. 
SPECIALIZATION Project Management 
PROJECTS / RESE. Pilot Study of Human Elephant 
Conflict (HEC) and Mitigatory 
Measures in Kahalapallekele Sanctuary 
<completed> 
Survey on the Distribution of Bats in Sri 
Lanka <completed> 
Evaluation the usage of Forestry by 
Products and its impact on the 
ingharaja, elaniya- Nakiyadeniya-
Deniyagala Forests <completed> 
Development of criteria to evaluate the 
existing environmental, Socioeconomic 
and legal conditions of Garment 
factories <completed> 
002. N A M E AHEEYAR, M.M.M. 
PROFESSION Senior Research Officer 
OFFICE Address Hector Kobbekaduwa agrarian 
Research and Training Institute, 
114,Wijerama Mawatha, 
Colombo 7 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
Rmail 
2698539-41 
2692423 
haritiiar@sltnet.lk 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
279/1A, Manigamulla Road, 
Gothatuwa 
2531122 
QUALIFICATIONS : BSc Agric.(Hons) 
MPhil(Agric. Economics) 
SPECIALIZATION * Environmental Economics 
* Envt. Policy 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Application of Micro Irrigation 
Technologies in Sri Lanka <on-going> 
* Economic and Social Factors Affecting 
Land Degradation in the Upper 
Mahaweli Catchments <on-going> 
* Assessment of farmers' preference for 
mobi lization of Resources for 
Irrigation Management Using 
Contingent Valuation Technique 
<completed> 
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003. N A M E 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
E.mail 
QUALIFICATIONS 
SPECIALIZATION 
A I L A P P E R U M A , W. D. (Mr.) 
Secretary to Ministry 
Ministry of Infrastructure 
Housing & Plantation, Sethsiripaya, 
Battaramulla 
2862225 
2864765 
184 F, Kanatta Road, 
Thlapathpitiya, 
Nugegoda 
2778749 
ai lapperuma @ eureka. Ik 
BA (Hons) 
PG Dip. in land settlement & land 
development 
Fellow of the Economic Development 
Institute of the World Bank 
* Environment Management 
* Natural Resource Management 
* Environmental Awareness 
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004. N A M E 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
AMARASINGHE, U.S. (Prof.) 
Associate Professor 
Department of Zoology, 
University of Kelaniya, 
Kelaniya 
2914479 
2911916 * 
zoousa@kln.ac.lk 
55/D/3, Kirillawala, Kadawatha 
2971034 
QUALIFICATIONS BSc 
MSc 
PhD 
SPECIALIZATION * Inland fisheries 
* Aquatic Ecology 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Culture-based Fisheries in Seasonal 
Tanks <on-going> 
* Reservoir Ecology <completed> 
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005. N A M E A M A R A S I R I , C. (Ms.) 
PROFESSION Head (Marine Biological Resource 
Division) 
OFFICE Address National Aquatic Resources Agency, 
Crow Island, Mattakkuliya 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
2521914 
2521932 
champa @ nara. ac. 1 k 
PRIVATE Address 143/42, Vijithapura Mawatha, 
Walpola, Angoda 
Tel. No 2568349 
QUALIFICATIONS MSc 
PhD 
SPECIALIZATION : * Marine Biology 
* Marine Ecology 
PROJECTS / RESE. : * Fisheries Monitoring in Lagoons and 
Sea-Estuarine Ecology <on-going> 
* EIA Projects-Negambo Lagoons 
Survey <on-going> 
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006. N A M E 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
E.mail 
QUALIFICATIONS 
SPECIALIZATION 
PROJECTS / RESE 
AMBAWATTE, H.C. (Dr.) 
Head, Dept. of Mechanical Engineering 
Department of Mechanical Engineering, 
Faculty of Engineering, 
University of Ruhuna, 
Hapugala,Galle 
09-2245767 
09-2245762 
50 B, Havelock Place, Galle 
0777-384784 
chithral @eureka.lk 
MSc(Eng) 
PhD 
* Environmental Protection 
* Solid Waste Management 
* Natural Resources 
* Reduction of digestion time of organic 
solid wastes <on-going> 
* Pilot Market Garbage Treatment 
Project-Kirillapone <completed> 
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007. N A M E A M U T H A R A J , M . (Mr.) 
PROFESSION Engineer (Planning & Designs) 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
PRIVATE Address 
Nat. Water Supply & Drainage Board, 
Ratmalana 
2638999 
2612164 
nwsddgm @ si tnet. 1 k 
56/1/3, Huludagoda Road, Mt.Lavinia 
Tel. No : 0777-615230 
E.mail : amuthan3@yahoo.com 
QUALIFICATIONS : BSc. Eng.(Hons) 
AMIE 
PG Dip. (Env.Eng) 
SPECIALIZATION * Waste Water 
* Waste Water Treatment 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Design of Waste Water Collection & 
Disposal System for Housing Scheme 
<on-going> 
* Involved in the design of Hikkaduwa 
Coastal Zone Waste Management project 
<completed> 
7 
008. N A M E A N G A M M A N A , D.K. (Mr.) 
PROFESSION Naturalist 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
Hunas Falls Hotel, Elkaduwa 
08-476402/3 
071-735134 
hunasfalls@eureka.lk 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
215/6,Hulangamuwa Road, Matale 
066-2233906 
QUALIFICATIONS 
SPECIALIZATION 
BSc-Natural Sciences 
MSc Environmental Sciences 
Dip. in Business Management 
* Environmental Impact Assessment 
* Natural Resources Management 
* Ecotourism 
PROJECTS / RESE. * A Comparative Study done on a 
Pinuscarebaea plantation and a 
Natural Forest at Matale <completed> 
* A Study carried out at Seethaeliya 
proposed forest reserve to evaluate the 
natural re-generation of plants in 
distributed areas <completed> 
* Reforestation of a degraded land at 
Hunas falls hotel premises <completed> 
* Development of nature trials and treks 
and biodiversity study at Hunas Falls and 
it's environs <completed> 
* Renewable energy for rural 
Economic Project <completed> 
009. N A M E 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
QUALIFICATIONS 
SPECIALIZATION 
PROJECTS / RESE. 
A N I L SUNEETHA, M.D. (Mr.) 
Dy. Director 
(Envt. Education & Awareness Division) 
Central Environmental Authority, 
104, Robert Gunawardena Mawatha, 
Battaramulla 
: 2872263 
No. 381/A, Kurana, Katunayake 
031-33089 
BSc(Biology) 
PG Dip. (Forest Survey) 
MSc(Forestry) 
* Forestry 
* Environmental Education 
* Forestry Survey and Inventory 
<on-going> 
* Demand for Industrial Wood in Sri 
Lanka <completed> 
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010. N A M E A T T A N A Y A K E , G.R.D.N.K. (Mrs.) 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Senior Environmental Officer 
(Envt. Management & Assessment) 
Central Environmental Authority, 
104, Robert Gunawardena Mawatha, 
Battaramulla 
Tel. No 
E.mail 
2872419 Ext.313 
nilmini@cea.lk 
PRIVATE Address 
QUALIFICATIONS 
Marassana, via Kandy 
BSc (Botany) 
MSc (Natural Resource Management) 
SPECIALIZATION * Natural Resources Management 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Potential Role of Composting Eppawala 
Rock Phosphate with Paddy Straw in 
cow dung in Agriculture <completed> 
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N A M E A T T A N A Y A K E , K.D. (Ms.) 
PROFESSION Senior Technical Officer 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
Industrial Technical Institute 
Baudhaloka Mawatha, Colombo 07. 
2674461 
2698622 
attakd@iti.lk 
PRIVATE 
Tel. No 2915758 
QUALIFICATIONS National Diploma in Technology 
(Chem. Eng.) 
SPECIALIZATION * Waste Water Treatment 
PROJECTS / RESE. * UNIDO Project-Cleaner Production 
Textile Sector <completed> 
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012. N A M E : A T T Y G A L L A , N . (Ms.) 
PROFESSION Civil Engineer (Mapping) 
OFFICE Address Nat. Water Supply & Drainage Board, 
Mapping Section, 
Telawala, Ratmalana 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
2636770 
2636770 
cemap@sltnet.lk 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
139, Temple Road, 
Madapatha 
2706295 
QUALIFICATIONS BSc(Civil) 
PG Dip. in Env. Science 
SPECIALIZATION * GIS 
* Water Resource Management 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Proper Drainage System Design Using 
GIS <on-going> 
* Water Supply Network Design Using 
GIS <completed> 
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013. N A M E : A T T Y G A L L E , P.R. (Mr.) 
PROFESSION Environmental Specialist (Bio Resources) 
OFFICE Address : River Basin Planning &Mgt. Division, 
Mahaweli Authority of Sri Lanka, 
500, T B Jaya Mw, 
Colombo 01 
Tel. No : 2685935 
Fax No : 2685937 
PRIVATE Address : 16/2, Weera Mawatha, 
Wattegedara Road, 
Maharagama 
01-842261 
ranjanmwen@hotmail.com 
Tel. No 
E.mail 
QUALIFICATIONS 
SPECIALIZATION 
Graduate Study Certificate (USA) 
MSc Forestry 
BSc NaturaTScience 
NDT Agric (Hardy Tech) 
* Agriculture Methods 
* Agro Forestry 
* Environmental Education 
* Forest Plantation 
* Beekeeping 
* Landscaping 
* Watershed Management 
* Bio Diversity Conservation 
* Ecological Studies 
* River Basins 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Monitoring of medicinal plants 
conservation project <on-going> 
* Many projects completed on bee keeping, 
home gardening, forestry, agroforestry, 
landscaping plans, irrigation, 
Biodiversity etc. 
014. N A M E B A L A S U B R A M A N I A N . B. (Ms.) 
PROFESSION Civil Engineer 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Planning & Design Department, 
Nat. Water Supply & Drainage Board, 
Galle Road, 
Ratmalana 
2638999 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
E.mail 
54, Green Lane, Colombo 13 
0777-073100 
blahib@yahoo.com 
QUALIFICATIONS BSc(Eng)Hons 
AMIESL 
SPECIALIZATION * Water 
* Waste Water Engineering 
PROJECTS / RESE. * An Operational Study of Hantana 
Waste Water Treatment Plant 
<completed> 
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015. N A M E 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
PRIVATE Address 
BALASURIYA, B.M.A.P. (Mr.) 
Managing Director 
Waterman Environmental Pvt.(Ltd) 
No.56, Dehiwala Road,Papiliyana, 
Boralasgamuwa 
2732659; 074-306488 
75-522897 
waterman @eureka.Ik 
10/177, Thalawathugoda Gardens, 
Hokandara Road, 
Thalawathugoda 
QUALIFICATIONS BSc.(Chemistry) 
GI Chem.C & GRSC 
SPECIALIZATION * Water 
* Waste Water Treatment 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Numerous projects on Water 
Treatment, Waste Water Treatment, 
Sewerage Treatment, Biological 
Treatment, Phisco Chemical Treatment 
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016. N A M E BAMBARADENIYA, C.N.B. (Dr.) 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax NO 
E.mail 
QUALIFICATIONS 
SPECIALIZATION 
PROJECTS / RESE. 
Head(Ecosystem Management and 
Species Conservation Programme) 
IUCN-The World Conservation Union, 
53, Horton Place, Colombo 7 
2682418/2694094 
2682470 
cnb@iucnsl.org 
119 A, Kandy Road, 
Weligalle, 
Gampola 
0777-519103 
2682470 
cnb@iucnsl.org 
PhD 
* Wetland Ecology 
* Biodiversity 
* Assessment of Biodiversity in 
Annaiwillundawa Wetland <on-going> 
* Monitoring of Biodiversity in the Lower 
Walawe Irrigation Extension Area 
<on-going> 
* Assessment of the Spread Invasive 
Alien Species <on-going> 
* Comparative survey on Biodiversity 
associated with four isolated hills in the 
1st Penplain of Sri Lanka <on-going> 
* Assessment of Biodiversity in 
Muturajawela, Maduganga, Bundala and 
Kalametiya Wetlands 
* Assessment of Biodiversity in the 
Knuckles Forest Region <completed> 
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017. N A M E BANDARA, J.M.S.J. (Dr.) 
PROFESSION Senior Lecturer 
OFFICE Address Department of Civil 
Engineering, 
University of Moratuwa 
Tel. No 2650567 
Fax No 2651216 
Email : bandara@civii.nirt.ac.lk 
PRIVATE Address 73, Sri Dharmarama Road,Ratmalana 
Tel. No 
Email 
2731464 
bandaras@sltnet.lk 
QUALIFICATIONS BScfEng) 
PhD 
MCJXT 
SPECIALIZATION * Environmental Impact Assessment 
* Vehicle Emissions 
* Climate Change 
* Solid Waste Management 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Environmental Impact Assessment for 
Biolan Colombo Organic Waste 
Treatment Plant <on-going> 
* EIA for Baseline road phase III 
extension for Road Development 
Authority <on-going> 
* Preparation of Environmental 
Improvement Master Plan for 
Kaduwela Pradeshiya Sabha area 
<on-going> 
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EIA report for Colombo-Kandy 
Alternative Highway <on-going> 
EIA report for Outer Circular Road 
Project Southern Highways, 
Katunayake Expressway <completed> 
EIA report for Southern highway 
project <completed> 
EIA report on Colombo-Katunayake 
Expressway project, for Central 
Environmental Authority <completed> 
Optimal Regional Planning in Solid 
Waste Management <completed> 
Evaluation of Transportation 
Impacts for the proposed Diyawanna 
Uyana Development Project 
<completed> 
UNDP/GPE Climate Change Project 
Preparation of National Action 
Plan-Ministry of Forestry 
& Environment <completed> 
018. N A M E BANDARA, N.J.G.J. (Ms.) 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
E.mail 
QUALIFICATIONS 
Senior Lecturer 
Department of Forestry & Envt. Sciences, 
University of Sri Jayawardenapura, 
Nugegoda 
2804685 
2804685 
nilanthi@sjp.ac.lk. 
73, Sri Dharmarama Road, 
Ratamalana 
2731464 
nbandara @ sltnet.lk 
MSc(Hons) Chemistry 
BSc (Hons) Chemistry 
MEDS(Envt.Science) 
SPECIALIZATION * Solid Waste Management 
* Pollution Control 
* Environmental Impact Assessment 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Numerous on going and completed 
Projects on EIA, Solid Waste, 
Cleaner Production, Power Sector, 
Irrigation & Roads, Water 
Pollution etc. 
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019. N A M E B A N D A R A T H I L A K E , K.G.D.(Mr.) 
PROFESSION Deputy Director General 
(Environmental Pollution Control) 
OFFICE Address Central Environmental Authority, 
104,Robert Gunawardena Mawatha, 
Battaramulla 
TeLNo 
Fax No 
E.mail 
2873453 
2872605 
kgtband@cea.lk 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
45/2 Daladawatta Temple Road, 
Thalpitiya South, 
Wadduwa 
038-2234412 
QUAUFICATIONS M.Sc.fChemical Engineering) 
SPECIALIZATION * Air Pollution Control 
* Water Pollution Control 
* Noise Pollution Control 
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N A M E BATAGODA. B.M.S. (Dr.) 
PROFESSION Director 
OFFICE Address Ministry of Envt. & Natural Resources, 
"Parisara Piyasa", 
Battaramulla 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
2887456 
074-410236 
envecon@sltnet.lk 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
43/23, Janatha Navinna Road, 
Maharagama 
2802243; 2801237 
QUALMCATIONS PhD(UK) Environmental Economics 
MSc(USA)Natural Resources & Envt. Mgt. 
BA (Geography) 
SPECIALIZATION * Environmental Economics 
PROJECTS/RESE. * Environmental Economics <on-going> 
* Climate Change <on-going> 
* Air Quality <on-going> 
* Natural Resources <on-going> 
* Many projects on air quality, 
Climatic change <completed> 
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021. N A M E : CALDERA, R.K.L.P. 
PROFESSION Economist 
OFFICE Address Water Resources Secretariat, 
Ministry of Irrigation and Water Mgt., 
2-114, BMICH Complex, 
Colombo - 07 
Tel. No : 074-718265; 718226 
Email wrss@sltnet.lk 
PRIVATE Address 234, Ganemulla Road, 
Hapugoda, Kandana 
Tel. No 2232053 
E.mail : prical@zeynet.com 
QUALIFICATIONS BA-Econ 
SPECIALIZATION 
PROJECTS / RESE. 
* Resources Economics 
* Natural Resources Management 
* An Assessment of the importance of 
National Water Policy for Sri 
Lanka and its effectiveness-2003 
<on-going> 
* JJ3E report for the proposed 
international Stadium for Cricket 
<on-going> 
* Project for conservation and 
growth of Mangrows in Mundal DS 
Division area with community 
participation <completed> 
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Micro Credit Development programme 
of NWP-1997 <completed> 
Environmental Profiles of Waikal 
to Mundal, Ritigala, Bolgoda Lake 
<completed> 
Environmental Profiles of Ritigala 
Strict Nature Reservoir, Bolgoda 
Lake for USADD-Colombo, Horton 
Plains National Park for US AID 
Colombo-1996 <completed> 
Improvements of the socio-economic 
and infrastructure facilities for 
re-settled families in Ampara 
district of the Eastern Province 
in Sri Lanka-2001 <completed> 
Improvements to the living 
standards through promotion of the 
dry zone agricultural practices 
and crop diversification 
<completed> 
N A M E CHANDRANANDA, W.P.N. (Dr.) 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No : 
E.mail 
Senior Lecturer 
Department of Zoology, 
Open University, 
Nawala 
2853777 ext 312 
wpcha@ou.ac.lk 
QUALIFICATIONS J3Sc(Sp.) 
PhD 
SPECIALIZATION 
PROJECTS / RESE. 
* Aquatic brackish water 
* Monitoring of Water bodies using 
bionological indicators <on-going> 
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023. N A M E DAYARATNE, A.M.P.W. (Mrs.) 
PROFESSION Deputy Director (Legal) 
OFFICE Address : Central Environmental Authority 
104, Robert Gunawardena Mawatha, 
Battaramulla 
Tel. No 2872604 
E.mail ajitha@cea.lk 
PRIVATE Address : No. 63/101 E,Dabahena Road, 
Maharagama 
Tel. No 2845096 
QUALIFICATIONS Attorney-At-Law 
SPECIALIZATION * Environmental Law 
25 
024. N A M E DE SILVA, K. (Mrs.) 
QUALIFICATIONS BSc(Agriculture) 
MSc 
SPECIALIZATION * Environmental Impact Assessment 
PROJECTS/RESE. * Studies on microbial ecology of 
rice rhizosphere in relation to 
iron toxicity <on-going> 
* Fate of Ammonium Sulfate 
Fertilizer added to an Ultisol 
26 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
Deputy Director 
(Envt. Management & Assessment) 
Central Environmental Authority, 
104, Robert Gunawardena Mawatha, 
Battaramulla 
2872419 
2872296 
kanthides@cea.lk 
1228, Rajamalwatta Road, 
Battaramulla 
2879562 
025. N A M E DE SILVA, W.A.P. (Mr.) 
PROFESSION Manager(TEC North) 
OFFICE Address Nat. Water Supply & Drainage Board, 
Sri Nagavihara Road, 
Nugegoda 
Tel. No 075-524607 
Fax No 01-853990 
PRIVATE Address 17/2, St. Jude Mawatha, 
WeligampitiyaJaEla 
Tel. No 075-354389 
E.mail placidus@lankabellnet.lk 
QUALIFICATIONS BSc(Eng.) 
C.Eng.MIESL 
Dip Environmental Water Resources 
SPECIALIZATION * Water Resources 
PROJECTS/RESE. * Bare Lake restriction project (East 
part) <on-going> 
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026. N A M E DE SILVA,P.Y.D. (Mr.) 
PROFESSION Project Director 
OFFICE Address Hikkaduwa Waste Management Project, 
Thotagamuwa Road, 
Hikkaduwa 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
074-383263 
074-383263 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
4/15D, Susantha Mawatha, 
Panadura 
0777-702658 
QUALIFICATIONS BSc Eng(Hons) 
MIE(SL) 
SPECIALIZATION * Environmental Management 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Hikkaduwa Coastal Zone Waste 
Management Project <on-going> 
* Environmental Impacts of Proposal 
BaddegedaraIMP Reservoir 
<completed> 
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027. N A M E DE SILVA, S. (Mr.) 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
a t 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
Email 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
Senior Programme Officer, 
Environmental Law programme 
IUCN-The World Conservation Union, 
53, Horton Place, Colombo 07 
2682418/2694094 
2682470 
sds@iucnsl.org 
25/9A, Kalinga Mawatha, 
Colombo 05 
2856552/0777465548 
QUALIFICATIONS LL.B(Hons.) 
LL.M(International Environmental 
Law) 
SPECIALIZATION * Environmental Law 
PROJECTS / RESE. Conservation and sustainable Use of 
Anawilundawa Sanctuary <on-going> 
Integration of wetland economic values 
into river basin management-legal 
component <on-going> 
Development of a field level 
identification guide to the protected 
orchids of Sri Lanka for use by law 
enforcement officers 
(non technical component)<on-going> 
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* Revision of the Biodiversity 
Conservation Action Plan (BCAP) 
<on-going> 
* Development of recommendations to 
the Government of Sri Lanka on the 
implementation in Sri Lanka of Article 
15 of the convention of Biological 
Diversity <completed> 
* Development of a material transfer 
agreement for use by the Scientific 
Community 
* Assessment of the sustainability, 
effectiveness and efficiency of the 
legal and administrative mechanisms for 
regulating trade in Timber and non-timber 
forest products in Thailand, Cambodia, 
Lao PDR and Vietnam <completed> 
* Development of draft guidelines 
for regulating the import and release of 
genetically modified organisms 
30 
028. N A M E 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
E.mail 
QUALIFICATIONS 
SPECIALIZATION 
PROJECTS / RESE. 
DEVASURENDRA, K.R. (Mr.) 
Asst. General Manager 
Nat. Water Supply & Drainage Board, 
P.O. Box 14, Mount Lavinia 
2636219 
2612164 
n wgddgm @ sltnet.lk 
88/32, Samindu lane, Mawittara, 
Piliyandala 
2614893 
krdewa @ dialogsl .net 
PG Dip in Sanitary Engineering 
MIE(SL) 
CEng 
* Water 
* Waste Water Systems 
* Water Supply to 
"Ruhunupura" -Pre-feasibi lity study 
<on-going> 
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029. N A M E : DISSANAYAKE, I . (Mr.) 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
Email 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
Director (Research and Special 
Projects) 
Central Environmental Authority, 
104, Robert Gunawardena Mawatha, 
Battaramulla 
2872402 
2872300 
idissa@cea.lk 
380/95, Bullers Road, 
Colombo 7 
2679600 
QUALIFICATIONS BEc(Hon) 
MEC 
PGinFisheries(UK) 
PG in Marketing 
SPECIALIZATION * Project Management, 
* Environmental Economics 
* EIA 
* Wetlands Management 
PROJECTS / RESE. 
32 
Westland Conservation project 
<completed> 
Integrated Resource Management 
Project <on-going> 
Environment Research Project 
<on-going> 
District Environmental Profile 
Preparation <on-going> 
Preparation of Dist. Environmental 
Policies <on-going> 
Regionalization of CEA Project 
<on-going> 
030. NAME DISSANAYAKE, P. 
PROFESSION Asst. Director 
(Environmental Education & Awareness) 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Central Environmental Authority, 
104, Robert Gunawardena Mawatha, 
Battaramulla 
2872278 
PRIVATE Address No. 23, Samagi Pedesa, 
Malnewa, Kal-Eliya 
Tel. No 0333-70057 
QUALIFICATIONS BA 
SPECIALIZATION * Environmental Education 
PROJECTS / RESE * Home Garden Development and 
Participation <on-going> 
33 
031. N A M E E K A N A Y A K E , S. P. 
PROFESSION ' • : Senior Programme Officer 
OFFICE Address IUCN-The World Conservation Union, 
53, Horton Place* 
Colombo 7 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
2682418/2694094 
2682470 
spe@iucnsl.org 
PRIVATE Address : 324, Hewaheta Road, 
Talwatta, 
Kandy 
Tel. No - 08-229535 
QUALIFICATIONS 
SPECIALIZATION 
BSc(Botany) 
MPhil(Plant Ecology) 
* Forest Ecology 
* Botany 
* Biodiversity 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Several Projects on Biodiversity 
and Forestry <on-going> 
* Biodiversity Studies in Wet and 
Dry Zone habitats in Sri Lanka 
<completed> 
34 
032. NAME E K A R A T N E , K. (Ms.) 
PROFESSION Senior Programme Officer 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
IUCN-The World Conservation 
Union, 53, Horton Place, 
Colombo 7 
2682418/2694094 
2682470 
kum@iucnsl.org 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
48/6, Epitamulla Road, 
Pitakotte 
2876191 
QUALIFICATIONS MSc(UK) 
BSc(Hons) 
SPECIALIZATION * Marine Biology 
* Aquatic Science 
PROJECTS / RESE. : * The age determination and the 
growth rate of the European flat 
Oyster Ostrea edulis in British 
Waters <completed> 
* Genetic polymorphism in two Atlantic 
species of Pomatoceros <completed> 
Distribution of juvenile fish and 
* crustacean species of the Panadura 
Estuary <completed> 
35 
033. NAME ELLEPOLA, R. (Mrs.) 
PROFESSION Deputy Director General 
(Envt. Management& Assesment) 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
Email 
Central Environmental Authority, 
104, Robert Gunawardena Mawatha, 
Battaramulla 
2872388 
2872296 
rellepola@cea.lk 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
30/2, Bagatale Road, 
Colombo 03 
2581776 
QUALIFICATIONS BSc (Hon) in Chemistry 
MSc (Environmental Science) 
SPECIALIZATION * Environmental Pollution Control 
* Environmental Impact Assessment 
PROJECTS /RESE. * Western Region Megapolis Draft 
Master plan Review <on-going> 
36 
034. NAME FERNANDO, K.M.N.S. 
PROFESSION Additional General Manager 
(Planning & Monitoring) 
OFFICE Address Nat. Water Supply & Drainage Board, 
Head Office, P.O.Box 14, 
Mount Lavenia 
Tel. No 2622913,637218 
Fax No 2622913 
Email nwsdbho@slt.lk 
PRIVATE Address 83/3, Wattapola Cresent, 
Panadura 
Tel. No 038- 2238752 
QUALIFICATIONS BSc(Eng)Hons 
Dip Sanitary Eng (Delft) 
Dip Structural Eng. 
FJE(SL) 
SPECIALIZATION * Sanitary Engineering 
PROJECTS / RESE * Policy Development on Pollution 
Control Water Resource Management 
<on-going> 
* The Task Force on Pollution 
Control in Kelani & Maho-Oya 
<completed> 
37 
035. N A M E FERNANDO, K.T.P. (Ms.) 
PROFESSION Asst. General Manager 
OFFICE Address Tenders and Contract Section, 
Nat. Water Supply & Drainage Board, 
Ratmalana 
Tel. No 
E.mail 
2605328 
nwsdbtc@sltnet.lk 
PRIVATE Tel. No 2761855 
QUALIFICATIONS BSc(Eng)Hons 
MSc(Eng)U.K. 
C(Eng) 
MIE(SL) 
SPECIALIZATION * Water 
* Waste Water Engineering 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Industrial Waste Management in Sri 
Lanka <completed> 
38 
036. N A M E 
Tel. No : 
Fax No : 
E.mail : 
PRIVATE Address : 
Tel. No 
Email : 
QUALIFICATIONS 
SPECIALIZATION 
PROJECTS / RESE. 
FERNANDO, MJ.J. (Mr.) 
Director 
(Environmental Pollution Control) 
Central Environmental Authority, 
104. Robert Gunawardena Mawtha, 
Battaramulla 
2872402 
2872296 
jayavi@cea.lk 
"Lanil", Helen Mawatha, 
Wennappuwa 
031-55630 
jjayavilal@hotmail.com 
BSc(Applied Science) 
MScfForestry) 
PG Dip(Remote Sensing & GIS) 
* Environmental Management 
* Forestry 
* GIS 
* Mapping of Solid Wastes Disposal 
sites in Central & Southern 
Provinces in Sri Lanka using GIS 
<on-going> 
* Preparation of Digital Database in 
GIS environment of the six Coastal 
SAM sites along the West Coast of 
Sri Lanka <on-going> 
PROFESSION 
•* - , 
OFFICE Address 
* Developed a database in the GIS 
environment for the "Report on the 
Status of Biodiversity and Critical 
Habitats in the Muthurajawela Wetland 
Sanctuary" prepared by the IUCN-The 
World Conservation Union, 
2001<completed> 
* Prepared a digital database in the 
GIS environment of the Land use/Land 
cover maps of the Muthurajawela Marsh 
& Negombo Lagoon, 1999 <completed> 
* Preparation of the final digital maps 
of the selected wetland sites of 
Sri Lanka, in GIS <completed> 
* conducted a peripheral survey and 
prepared forest management plans 
for upcountry block fuel wood 
plantations established in the tea 
states belonged to Janatha Estates 
Development Board (JEDB) 
<completed> 
* Conducted an inventory for up 
country forest plantations 
(Erabedda,Kandapola,Mahakudugala 
areas) to prepare a Forestry 
Management Plan <completed> 
* Conducted an ecologically oriented 
research project titled "Study of 
the Biology of the Most Abundant 
Fish (Herrings)at Wennappuwa area 
40 
037. N A M E FERNANDO, M.P.S. (Mr.) 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
Conservator General of Forests 
Forest Department, 
"Sampathpaya", 
Battramulla 
2866616 
2866633 
forest@slt.net 
18/6A, De H.I. Fernando Mawatha, 
Moratuwa 
2647765 
QUALIFICATIONS : MSc (Forest Resources) 
SPECIALIZATION * Forestry 
41 
0 3 8 . N A M E 
PROFESSION 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
E.mail 
FERNANDO, Malik (Dr.) 
2693352 
malikfern @eureka.lk 
QUALIFICATIONS MBChB(Bristol) 
SPECIALIZATION * Marine algae 
* Marine invertebrates 
* orchids 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Orchids of Sri Lanka <completed> 
* Seaweeds of Sri Lanka <on-going> 
42 
Medical Practitioner (retired) 
32, Barnes Place, 
Colombo 7 
039. N A M E FERNANDO, W.W.S.W.C. (Mr.) 
Doctor 
General Hospital, Chilaw 
305/17-15, Silva Road, 
Silva Town 
Madampe 
MBBS 
Degree in Integrated Medicine 
* Envt. Health 
* Forestry 
* Environmental Hazardous in N W P 
Coastal Belt 
* Safe Water system to the Puttalam 
District 
* Save the Sea Whales Turtles 
Project 
* Growing of Green Forest Project 
* Studies of All the Medicinal 
Plants 
* Safe Sanitary Toilets and Swage 
Disposal Project 
* Safe Housing Development Project 
* Water born decease prevention 
Project 
* Environmental Health Project 
* Save the (Sea Erosion Project) 
* Development Project on harbor in 
Coastal Area 
* New advanced cloral plants and 
food item plants project 
* Occupational Hazardous in Puttalam 
District 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
PRIVATE Address 
QUALIFICATIONS 
SPECIALIZATION 
PROJECTS / RESE. 
040. N A M E FONSEKA, L. (Mrs.) 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
Dy. Director General 
(Environmental Education & Awareness) 
Central Environmental Authority, 
104, Roabert Gunawardena Mawatha, 
Battaramulla 
2872298 
2872609 
lalitaf@cea.lk 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
No. 9 Gunasekera Mawatha, 
Colombo 08 
2689140 
QUALIFICATIONS BA(Hons) 
MA 
B.Phil 
SPECIALIZATION * Environmental Education & Awareness 
* Environmental Media 
PROJECTS / RESE, Research on State Policies on 
Environment in Anuradhapura & 
Polonnaruwa period <completed> 
44 
041. N A M E GAMAGE, N.S. (Mr.) 
PROFESSION Senior Environmental Officer 
(Environmental Pollution Control) 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
Central Environmental Authority 
104, Robert Gunawardena Mawatha, 
Battaramulla 
2872263 
2872605 
kgdband@sltnet.Ik 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
340, Puwakwatte, Millawa 
034-2254259 
QUALIFICATIONS BSc(Hons) 
MPhil 
PG Dip (Envt.Science) 
SPECIALIZATION * Pollution Control 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Use of Water Hyacinth in treatment 
systems for textile mill effluents 
<completed> 
Pilot Study on Load Based License 
fee scheme <eompleted> 
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042. N A M E GEORGE, R.S.C. (Mr.) 
PROFESSION Asst. General Manager 
OFFICE Address General Managers Office, 
Nat. Water Supply & Drainage Board, 
Head Office, Ratmalana 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
2633936 
2636449 
gmnwsdb@sltnet.lk 
PRIVATE Tel. No 2829992 
QUALIFICATIONS BSc Eng(Hons) 
C.Eng,MIE 
MSc Eng MICE 
SPECIALIZATION * Water 
* Waste Water Engineering 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Colombo Sewerage Project 
<completed> 
* Colombo Environment Improvement 
Project <on-going> 
46 
043. N A M E 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
PRIVATE 
Address 
Email 
GOONEWARDENE, D. 
Asst. General Manager (Development) 
Nat. Water Supply & Drainage Board, 
Ratmalana 
075-522389 
075-522389 
127, Angulana Station Road, 
Moratuwa 
duleepgo @ y ahoo.co. uk 
QUALIFICATIONS BScEng(Civil) 
MEng(Delft) 
MIE(SL) 
SPECIALIZATION * Water Engineering 
47 
044. NAME 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
QUALIFICATIONS 
SPECIALIZATION 
PROJECTS / RESE. 
GUNADASA, H.N. (Mr.) 
BSc Eng 
PG Dip in Envt. Engineering 
* Waste Water Treatment 
* Air Pollution Control 
* Hazardous Waste Management 
* Design and construction of ETP 
<on-going> 
* Design and Pilot plant for DC 
Mill and Textile Effects 
<completed> 
48 
Manager 
Industrial Technology Institute, 
363, Baudhaloka Mawatha, 
Colombo 7 
2674461 
2698622 
hng@iti.lk 
3/1/1, Medelanda, Mudungoda 
033-5659 
gunch@sltnet.lk 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
E.mail 
045. N A M E G U N A T H I L A K A , W.M.P. (Mrs.) 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
Senior Environmental Officer 
(Envt. Management & Assessment) 
Central Environmental Authority, 
104, Robert Gunawardena Mawatha, 
Battaramulla 
01-872278 Ext. 315 
No. 615/26, GalleRoad, 
Katubedda, Moratuwa 
01-611798 
QUALIFICATIONS MSc 
BSc(Hons) 
SPECIALIZATION * Environmental Impact Assessment 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Identification of Biological 
Indicators for water quality 
monitoring - Bolgoda Lake 
<completed> 
* Solid Waste Management Pilot 
project Kotalawala pura and 
Walawwatta-Ratmalana area 
<completed> 
49 
046. N A M E GUNAWARDHANA,G.G.N. (Mr.) 
PROFESSION Chief Mechanical Engineer 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
Email 
Nat. Water Supply and Drainage Board, 
Polwatte,Maliyawa Road, 
Ratmalana 
263627/2624738 
2624738 
nihal @ gg @hotmail scorn 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
E.mail 
67/B/l, Kandana Road, 
AttidiyaJDehiwala 
2761741 
nihal-gg@hotmail.com 
QUALIFICATIONS IESL part I & II 
MIE(SL) 
CELG 
PG Dip.fEnvt. Management) 
SPECIALIZATION * Water 
PROJECTS / RESE. : * Biyagama Waste Water Plant 
<on-going> 
50 
047. N A M E G U N A W I C K R A M A , N . (Dr.) 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Nukemi N N Ceylon) Ltd, 
1/9, Barnes Place, Colombo 07 
01-694867; 684618 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
75, Sri Subramanium Mawatha, 
Galle 
091-2225032 
QUALIFICATIONS BSc(Biological Sciences) 
MSc(Environmental Sciences) 
Dr. Scient(Molcular B iology )Norway 
SPECIALIZATION : * Aquatic Toxicology 
* Aquatic pollution 
* Public Health Products 
* Pesticides 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Cytochrome P4501 A Expression, and 
oxidative strees, and genotoxicity, 
Prolonged effects of benzo(a)pyrene 
alone, and presence of 3,3',4,4'-
tetrachlorobiphenyl in a fish model 
<completed> 
51 
048. N A M E 
Tel. No 
E.mail : 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No : 
H E M A K U M A R A , M.A.A.N. (Mr.) 
QUALIFICATIONS BSc(Agri) 
MSc 
SPECIALIZATION * Natural Resources Management 
* Environmental Impact Assessment 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Post Assessment of Social Impact in 
Awarakotuwa Resettlement Scheme in 
the Muthurajawela Marsh <completed> 
52 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Asst. Director 
(Envt. Management & Assessment) 
Central Environmental Authority, 
104, Robert Gunawardena Mawatha, 
Battaramulla 
2872346 
maan@cea.lk 
Nawana, Merigama 
033-73675 
049. N A M E 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
E.mail 
H E T T I A R A C H C H I , J.B. (Ms.) 
Director (Central Province) 
Urban Development Authority, 
Central Provincial Office, 
No.20, Keppetipola 
Mawatha, 
Kandy 
08-233851; 223898 
08-223851 
udacpd@sltnet.lk 
No. 42, Janasavigama, 
Pallekele 
08-420197 
janakiebh@yahoo.com 
QUALIFICATIONS MSc in Town & Country Planning 
MSc in Architecture(Finland) 
Chartered Architect 
SPECIALIZATION * 
* 
PROJECTS / RESE. * 
* 
Construction 
Eco Tourism 
Environmental improvements in towns 
by landscaping-Kandy, Dambulla 
<on-going> 
Research Kandyan roof structures 
how it has related with the 
environmental issues <on-going> 
Research for CHPB carried out in 
1994"Guidelines for Construction 
on hill slopes special reference 
to Kandy District" <completed> 
53 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
050. N A M E 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
Email 
J A Y A M A N N A , M.D.A.A. (Mr.) 
Senior Research Engineer 
National Engineering Research and 
Development Centre of Sri Lanka, 
Industrial Estate, 
Ekalaja-Ela 
236284; 236384 
075-354597 
nerdc@sri.lanka.net 
Ambagahawadiya, Nattandiya 
032-54966 
athujayamanna@yahoo.com 
QUALIFICATIONS Degree of Master of Engineering 
(Waste & Wastewater)J3angkok 
BESL -Part l&II 
SPECIALIZATION * Biogas 
* Environmental Awareness 
PROJECTS / RESE * Designed & Consulted more than 15 
projects mainly on Waste Water 
54 
051. N A M E J A Y A M A N N A , M . (Mrs.) 
PROFESSION Director General 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
E.mail 
Central Environmental Authority, 
104, Robert Gunawardena Mawatha, 
Battaramulla 
2872359 
2872608 
manelj@cea.lk 
407/31, Samagi Mawatha, 
Udahamulla, 
Nugegoda 
2836109 
manelj @ diomond.lanka.net 
QUALIFICATIONS M.Sc in Development Economics 
Ex. Secretary (Asso. of Bio energy of 
Sri Lanka) 
SPECIALIZATION * Economic Valuation of Natural 
Resources 
* Resource Economics 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Management of Protect Area 
<completed> 
* Climate Change <completed> 
* Projects under GEF <completed> 
55 
052. N A M E JAYASEKERA, H.P.S. (Mrs.) 
PROFESSION Senior Env. Officer 
(Environmental Pollution Control) 
OFFICE Address Central Environmental Authority, 
104, Robert Gunawardena Mawatha, 
Battramulla 
Tel. No 
Pax No 
E.mail 
2872263-244 
2872605 
saroji@cea.lk 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
7, Seelarathna Road, 
Horana 
034-62749 
QUALIPICATIONS BSc (Botany) 
SPECIALIZATION * Hazardous Waste Management 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Project on Sound Management of 
Chemicals in Sri Lanka-Preparation 
as Bio Indicators in Kandy Lake 
Research <on-going> 
56 
053. N A M E JAYASINGHE, C. (Ms.) 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
PRIVATE Address 
QUALIFICATIONS 
SPECIALIZATION 
PROJECTS / RESE. 
57 
Head, Education and Communications 
IUCN-The World Conservation Union 
53, Horton Place, 
Colombo 07 
2682418/2694094 
2682470 
cdj@iucnsl.org 
82A/2, Beddagana Road, 
Pita Kotte, 
Kotte 
MA(UK) 
BA(Hons)(UK) 
* Communications 
* A tomorrow for our coral 
reefs-Awareness programme on the 
conservation of coral reefs in Sri 
Lanka <completed> 
* Conservation of small cetaceans in 
Sri Lanka through awareness and 
capacity building of law 
enforcement officers <completed> 
* Conservation of Bundala National 
Park(Education & Awareness) 
<completed> 
* Skills Enhancement Programme for 
Environmental Journalists in Sri 
Lanka <completed> 
* Training programme for 
Environmental NGO/CBOs on Project 
Development 
* Wildlife and Nature Protection 
Societies of Sri Lanka 
054. N A M E JAYASINGHE, G. (Mr.) 
BSc 
MSc(Forestry) 
SPECIALIZATION * Environmental Management 
* Environmental Impact Assessment 
* Conservation Planning 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Sri Lanka Conservation and 
sustainable use of medicinal 
plants <on-going> 
58 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
PRIVATE Address 
QUALIFICATIONS 
Director 
(Envt. Management & Assessment) 
Central Environmental Authority, 
104, Robert Gunawardena Mawatha, 
Battaramulla 
2872346 
2873447 
ukdg@cea.lk 
42/3 1st Lane, 
Rattanapitiya, Boralesgamuwa 
055. N A M E JAYASINGHE, N. (Mr.) 
PROFESSION Senior Executive Assistant 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
Sarvodaya, 98, Rawathawatta Road, 
Moratuwa 
2647159 
2656512 
gensa @ sri. lanka.net 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
44/1 ,Ellabodalandawatta, 
Kahahena,Waga 
036-2254898 
QUALIFICATIONS BSc (Agriculture) 
SPECIALIZATION * Natural Resource Management 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Natural Resource Extraction in 
Thanamalwila Sectarian Division 
<on-going> 
* Environment friendly farming system 
<completed> 
59 
057. N A M E 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
E.mail 
QUALIFICATIONS 
JAYAWARDENA, D.E.De.S. 
Chief Executive Officer 
GSMB Technical Services Ltd. 
2721866 
2735752 
rjgsmls@sltnet.lk 
2804811 
duleep@itmin.com 
BSc(Hons) 
MSc 
SPECIALIZATION : * Environmental Management 
* Mining 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Mining and mineral resources 
management on plant genetic 
resources <on-going> 
* DOA(PGRC) and National Institute 
of Agrobiological Resources(NAS)-Ministry 
of Agriculturejapan <completed> 
* Collaborative Research Programme 
on Conservation of Plant Genetic 
Resources <completed> 
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057. N A M E 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
E.mail 
QUALIFICATIONS 
JAYAWARDENA, D.E.DcS. 
Chief Executive Officer 
GSMB Technical Services Ltd. 
2721866 
2735752 
rjgsmls@sltnet.lk 
2804811 
duleep@itmin.com 
BSc(Hons) 
MSc 
SPECIALIZATION * Environmental Management 
* Mining 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Mining and mineral resources 
61 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
058. N A M E 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
QUALIFICATIONS 
SPECIALIZATION 
PROJECTS / RESE. 
JAYAWARDENA, K.G.S. (Mr.) ' 
Senior Env. Officer 
(Env. Pollution Control) 
Central Environmental Authority, 
104, Robert Gunawardena Mawatha, 
Battaramulla 
2872278 
2872605 
jayawardenakgs@cea.lk 
69/5,1st Lane, Colombo Road, 
Padukka 
0777-749863 
BSc 
MSc 
MLChemC. 
* Nutrient Cycling Plantation 
Ecosystems 
* Cleaner Production 
* Air Quality Monitoring 
* Air Quality Management 
* Tropical Soil Biology fertility 
programme <on-going> 
* Waste Minimization and optimization of 
waste water treatment in electroplating 
industry <completed> 
* Male declaration and Monitoring of 
Transboundary Air Pollution 
<on-going> 
* Tropical Soil Biology Fertility 
Programme <completed> 
059. N A M E JEGATHESAN, E. (Mr.) 
PROFESSION Civil Engineer 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
Nat. Water Supply & Drainage Board 
Ratmalana 
01-887321/3 
01-887152 
ejegethesan@yahoo.com 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
C21,l/2, Soysapura Flats, 
Moratuwa 
2636827 
QUALIFICATIONS : BSc in Eng 
PG Dip. 
AMJJE 
SPECIALIZATION * Environmental Engineering 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Imports on Water quality of 
Ambatale Intake due to Industrial 
Activities <on-going> 
63 
060. N A M E JONARTHAN, G. (Mr.) 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
E.mail 
Engineer (Design) 
Nat.Water Supply & Drainage Board, 
14/Ritle Green, 
Trincomalee 
026-22028 
026-25225 
nwsdgm. @ sltnet.lk 
124/5,6thLane, 
Lawer Road, 
Trincomalee 
026-21440 
Janarthan @ yahoo.com 
QUALIFICATIONS BSc(Hons)civil Engineering 
PG Diploma (Envt.Eng) 
SPECIALIZATION * Water Management 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Assessment and Optimization of the 
Performance of Kantale W.T.P. 
<on-going> 
64 
061. NAME KARUNADASA, K.T. (Mr.) 
PROFESSION Deputy General Manager 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
Nat. Water Supply and Drainage Board, 
Ratmalana 
2626284 
2636449 
nwsdbho@slt.lk 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
16/2,Senani, Bekkegama, 
Panadura 
038-2233119 
QUALIFICATIONS BSc(Eng) 
PG Dip. 
CEng 
SPECIALIZATION * Water Supply 
65 
062. N A M E K U M A R A R A T H N A , G.A. (Mr.) 
PROFESSION Deputy General Manager(PID) 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
E.mail 
Nat. Water Supply & Drainage Board, 
GalleRoad, 
Ratmalana 
2636219 
2612164 
n wspddgm @ sltnet.lk 
67B/2,kawdana Road,Attidiya, 
Dehiwala 
01-735130 
asokakum @ hotmail.com 
QUALIFICATIONS BSc Eng (Hons) 
MSc(Env.Eng)U.K. 
FTE(SL) 
MICECLond) 
MTWEM(Lond),MIPENZ(NZ) 
PG Dip Industrial Engineering 
SPECIALIZATION * Water 
* Waste Water 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Overseas Experience in doing of 
Water Supply and Sewerage 
Aquatic-New Zealand <on-going> 
* Number of Water & Waste Water 
Projects <completed> 
66 
063. N A M E 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel.No 
E.mail 
QUALIFICATIONS 
SPECIALIZATION 
PROJECTS / RESE. 
K A R U N A R A T H N E , A.G.D.L. (Mr.) 
Senior Environmental Officer 
(Envtl. Management & Assessment) 
Central Environmental Authority, 
104, Robert Gunawardena Mawatha, 
Battaramulla 
2872346 
2872347/872296 
ceaema@sltnet.lk 
124/1, Robert Gunawardena Mawatha, 
Thalangama South, 
Battaramulla 
2885523 
dhammikalal @yahoo.com 
BSc(Biological Science) 
MSc(Natural Resource Management) 
DSAMS in indigenous Medicine 
Dip.in Electrocardiography 
PG Dip.in Envt. Science 
Dip in Ecosystem Management 
* Biodiversity 
* Urban Development 
* Telecommunication 
* Solid Waste Management 
* Wild Life Management 
* Land Filling 
* Preparation of Model Management 
Plans for Scenic sites at Limestone 
Cave at Wariyapola & Polhena Beach 
Matara <on-going> 
* Medicinal Plants in Udapalatha 
Divisional Secretariat Area <completed> 
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064. N A M E 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
K I R I E L L A , K.G.T.N. (Mr.) 
BSc 
MSc 
* Forestry 
* Environmental Pollution Control 
* Soil rehabilitation & Conservation 
Project with Hadbima Institute 
<on-going> 
* Reproductive Biology of 
Schumacheria Costaneifolia 
<Completed> 
68 
Tel. No 
E.mail 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
QUALIFICATIONS 
SPECIALIZATION 
PROJECTS / RESE. 
Dy. Director 
Central Environmental Authority 
Regional Office, 
38, Nagolla Road 
Kegalle 
035-30449 
kgtnk@sltnet.lk 
18/3,Ihalawela, 
Kengalle 
08-22374293 
065. N A M E 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
K O T A G A M A , S.W. (Prof.) 
Professor of Environmental Science 
Department of Zoology, University of 
Colombo 
075-342609 
075-337644 
444/9,Lake Road, 
Battramulla 
2785127 
QUALIFICATIONS PhD 
SPECIALIZATION * Ornithology 
* Wildlife 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Flock Studies of Birds <completed> 
* Numerous Projects <completed> 
69 
066. N A M E 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
Email 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
Email 
QUALIFICATIONS 
SPECIALIZATION 
PROJECTS / RESE. 
KULUPPUARACHCHI , U. (Mr.) 
Applied Microbiologist 
Micro Consult, 44/2, 
Wattarantenna Road, 
Kandy 
08-2223645 
81-2223645 
microconsultsrilanka@yahoo.com 
44/2, Wattaratenne Road, 
Kandy 
08-222645 
guttila2000@yahoo.co.uk 
BSc Biology (India) 
MSc Applied Microbiology 
* Environmental Microbiology 
* Molecular Biology 
* Biotechnology 
* Waste Water Treatment Projects 
<completed> 
* Marketing, Planning & Implementing 
Environmental Management Systems 
for ISO 4000 <on-going> 
* Feasibility Analysis, Concept & 
desing of Waste water treatment 
technology for paddy waste water 
<completed> 
* Evaluation of Biotechnological 
process for Management of waster 
water generated from textile 
finishing <completed> 
70 
067. N A M E 
QUALIFICATIONS 
SPECIALIZATION 
PROJECTS / RESE. 
LAMABADUSURIYA,T.P. (Mrs.) 
Deputy General Manager (RSC-Western) 
Nat. Water supply & Drainage Board 
(Regional Support Centre-Western) 
26/2, Attidiya Road, 
Ratmalana 
074-202472 
2622912 
nwsdbwes@slt.lk 
No. 4, Barnes Avenue, 
Mount Lavinia 
2716069 
manuja@diologsl.net 
BSc (Eng) 
MSc in Water and Waste Engineering 
CEng 
FIE(SL) 
* Water 
* Waste Water Engineering 
* Pipe borne water supply in the 
enter Western Province excluding 
Greater Colombo <on-going> 
* Sewerage in entire Western 
Province (including Greater 
Colombo) <on-going> 
* Water Supply and Sewerage projects 
in several areas in the country 
including environmental assessment 
for water intake development 
<completed> 
71 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
E.mail 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
068. N A M E 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
E.mail 
L I Y A N A R C H C H I , P. (Dr.) 
QUALIFICATIONS BA(Hon) 
M A 
PhD 
SPECIALIZATION * Natural Hazard 
* Hydrology 
* Water Resources 
PROJECTS/ RESE. * Awareness programme on solid Waste 
and waste water management in the 
Hambantota and Tangalle UC Area, 
HICZMP <on-going> 
* Flood Risk and Vulnerability 
Assessment using GIS Ratnapura 
Urban area, CACITA Project 
<on-going> 
72 
Senior Lecturer 
Department of Geography. 
University of Ruhuna, 
Matara 
041-2224183 
041-2222683 
liyanarachchip @ yahoo.com 
3/97, Ramahera Road, 
Rama Udyanaya, Hewagama, 
Kaduwela 
01-2537247 
plarachchi @ sltnet.lk 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
Rmail 
PRIVATE Address 
* Wetland site report-Kalamatiya 
Lagoon, Koggala <completed> 
* Koggala Lagoon,CEA <completed> 
* District Environmental Profiles 
(Colombo, Kalutara, Gampaha, Kandy, 
Matale, N.Eliya,Badulla, Monaragala, 
Anuradhapura, Polonnaruwa, Batticaloa, 
Ampara, Trincomalee, Ratnapura and 
Kegalle),CEA 
* Hambantota Integrated Coastal Zone 
Management Project <completed> 
Land Zoning of Monaragala District, 
Southern Developement 
Authority <completed> 
* River Basin Planning of Walawe 
Basin, EAP 1 Project <on-going> 
73 
069. N A M E MARASINGHE, A.B. (Mr.) 
PROFESSION Asst. Director 
(Env. Education & Awareness) 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
E.mail 
Central Environmental Authority, 
104, Robert Gunawardena Mawatha, 
Battaramulla 
2872278 
anma@cea.lk 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
QUALIFICATIONS BA (Mass Communication )Hon. 
SPECIALIZATION * Environment Communication 
* Environmental Media 
No. 236/8,Temple Road, 
Moratuwahena, 
Athurugiriya 
074-440932 
74 
070. N A M E M E N I K D I W E L A , W.M.S.K. (Mr.) 
PROFESSION Chief Engineer 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
Nat. Water Supply & Drainage Board, 
Getambe,Peradeniya 
08-22388962 
08-22388027 
midwater@slt.lk 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
EmbilmeegamaJ»ilimathalawa 
08-22577043 
QUALIFICATIONS BSc(Civil)Engineering 
MSc (Sanitary Eng.) 
MSc(Water & Environment) 
SPECIALIZATION Water Supply 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Improvement of Sewerage 
Scheme-Hantana <on-going> 
* Implementation of Sewerage Scheme-
Mawathagama-BOI Design <completed> 
75 
071. N A M E : MENIKE, K.S. (Mrs.) 
Designation Former Director(EEA) 
Central Environmental Authority 
PRIVATE Address 1/146, Pahala Bomiriya, 
Kaduwela 
Tel. No : 2408249 
QUALIFICATIONS BA 
SPECIALIZATION * Environmental Education 
* Environmental Awarness 
PROJECTS /RESE. * Environmental Implementation & 
Expansion of Environmental Pioneer 
Programme 
76 
072. N A M E MUNAS, M.H.M. (Mr.) 
PROFESSION Chief Engineer (CMR) 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
Nat. Water Supply & Drainage Board, 
Galle Raod, 
Ratmalana 
2637178 
2635999 
mhmmunas@hotmail.com 
PRIVATE Tel. No 2739475 
QUALIFICATIONS Chartered Engineer 
PG Dip -Env. Engineering & 
Management 
SPECIALIZATION * Water 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Water Distribution Network 
<on-going> 
77 
N A M E : 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No : 
Fax No : 
E.mail 
PRIVATE Address 
E.mail 
QUALIFICATIONS 
SPECIALIZATION 
MUNASINGHE, M.S.D. (Mr.) 
Deputy Director 
(Environmental Pollution Control) 
Central Environmental Authority, 
104, Robert Gunawardena Mawatha, 
Battaramulla 
2872263 
2872605 
munasinghe@cea.lk 
Horagala, 
Kiriwattuduwa 
munasinghe@eea.lk 
National Diploma in Technology 
(Chemical Engineering) 
* Industrial Pollution Control 
78 
074. N A M E 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
QUALIFICATIONS 
SPECIALIZATION 
PROJECTS / RESE. 
MUTHUKUDA ARACHCHI, K.H. (Mr.) 
Director 
(Environmental Pollution Control) 
Central Environmental Authority, 
104, Robert Gunawardena Mawatha, 
Battaramulla 
2873452 
2872605 
muthukuda @ cea. Ik 
21/7 Welipillewa Watte, 
Hegalle Road, 
Horana 
034-2260194 
BSc (Bio Science) 
MSc (Forestry) 
* Industrial Pollution Control 
* Water Quality Monitoring 
* Pollution Control 
* Pilot Project for selected 
Industries in Ekala on the 
Application of Cleaner Production 
Techniques with view to Pollution 
Reduction <on-going> 
* Pilot study undertaken in the 
Kelani Review-Basin for introduction of 
a Load - Based License Fee Scheme in 
Sri Lanka <completed> 
79 
075. N A M E NAJEEB, M.A.C. (Mr.) 
PROFESSION Asst. Director 
OFFICE Address Central Env. Authority, 
Regional Office, 
Textile Training Centre Complex, 
Ampara 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
E.mail 
233B, Main Street, 
Addelaichenai-9 
0777-449859' 
njbcea@yahoo.com 
QUALIFICATIONS : MSc (Forestry) 
BSc (Biology) 
SPECIALIZATION * Environmental Forestry 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Structure and floristic composition 
of high forest and abandoned 
chena in the periphery of the 
Wanniyagama Forest Reservoir 
<completed> 
80 
076. N A M E NAVARATNE, U.R.B. (Mr.) 
PROFESSION Asst. Director 
(Envt. Management & Assessment) 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
Central Environmental Authority, 
104, Robert Gunawardena Mawatha, 
Battaramulla 
2872419 
2872296 
urbn@cea.lk 
PRIVATE Address 1008/34, Parakum Pedesa, 
Malabe 
QUALIFICATIONS BSc, MPhil (Geology) 
MI Chem, C Chem 
SPECIALIZATION * Environmental Geochemistry 
* Envt.health 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Vulnerability of Shallow 
Groundwater due to Natural 
Geochemical Environment in Hard 
Rock Terrain <completed> 
* Selenium Geochemistry and 
Distribution in Relation to Iodine 
Deficiency Disorders in Sri Lanka 
<completed> 
* Compilation of soil chemistry 
Atlas of Sri Lanka 
81 
077. N A M E N I Z A M , B.Z. (Ms.) 
PROFESSION Senior Educational Assistant 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
E.mail 
Department of Zoology, 
Open University, 
Nawala 
2853777-270 
bzniz@ou.ac.lk 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
164, Kesbewa Road, 
Boralesgamuwa 
519714 
QUALIFICATIONS BSc 
M.Phil 
SPECIALIZATION * Avifaunal Diversity 
PROJECTS/ RESE. * Distribution and habitat relations 
of Birds, Amphibians and reptiles 
in the Knuckles conservation area 
<completed> 
82 
078. N A M E P A R A N A G A M A , D.G.A. (Ms.) 
PROFESSION Senior Environmental Officer 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
Central Environmental Authority, 
Regional Office, 
Matale 
066-2224035 
066-2224035 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax NO 
97/3, Kaluwala Road, 
Heerassagala, 
Kandy 
08-2227359 
08-2227359 
QUALIFICATIONS BSc(Biological Science) 
MSc(Natural Resource Management) 
SPECIALIZATION * Natural Resource Management 
PROJECTS / RESE. * An Economic Analysis of Elephant 
Drive at Handapanagala <completed> 
83 
079. N A M E P A R A N A G A M A , P.N. (Ms.) 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
E.mail 
Senior Environmental Officer 
(Envt. Pollution Control) 
Central Environmental Authority, 
104, Robert Gunawardena Mawatha, 
Battraramulla 
2872278 Ext.274 
2872605 
pushpika@cea.lk 
"Day awasa" ,Gamagoda,Kalutara 
074-89223 
pushpika2003 @ yahoo.com 
QUALIFICATIONS MSc 
BSc 
SPECIALIZATION * Environmental Pollution Control 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Preliminary Study of well water 
quality in a selected residential 
area (Kesbewa) and industrial area 
<completed> 
* Zooplanktons as bio indicators of 
eutrophication and possible 
eutrophication controlling 
measures for Kandy Lake 
<completed> 
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081. N A M E PATHIRANA J.K.S. (Mr.) 
PROFESSION Chief Engineer (Research & Development) 
OFFICE Address Nat. Water Supply & Drainage Board 
P.O.Box 14, 
Mount Lavinia 
Tel. No : 2622913 
Fax No : 2622913 
E.mail : nwsdbho@sltnet.lk 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
E.mail 
42/l,A.H.E Fernando Mawatha, 
Dangedara, 
Galle 
09-46190 
jkserasp@hotmail.com 
QUALIFICATIONS BSc (Eng)Hons 
MSc Sanitary Engineering (Delft) 
PG Dip (Env. Management) 
MIE(SL) 
SPECIALIZATION : * Sanitary 
* Hydraulic Engineering 
PROJECTS / RESE. : * Arsenic Removal from Ground Water 
<on-going> 
* Pollution Control in river basins 
<on-going> 
85 
N A M E : 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
E.mail 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
QUALIFICATIONS 
SPECIALIZATION 
PATHIRATNE, A . (Prof.) 
Professor 
Department of Zoology, 
University of Kelaniya 
2914479 
asoka@kln.ac.lk 
182/5, Bathiya Mawatha, 
Makola Road, 
Kiribathgoda 
2912649 
BSc 
PhD 
* Environmental Toxicology 
86 
083. N A M E PEIRIS, L .L .A 
PROFESSION Asst. General Manager (North Central) 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
Nat. Water Supply & Drainage Board, 
RSC Office Wasaladatha Mawatha, 
Anuradhapura 
025-23111 
025-25609 
nwsdbnc@sltnet.lk 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
17, Hantane Housing Scheme, 
Kandy 
08-2218758 
QUALIFICATIONS : BSc (Eng) 
CEng 
MIE 
PG Dip.(water &waste water)Bangkok 
SPECIALIZATION * Water 
87 
NAME : PERERA, G.A.D. (Dr.) 
BSc(sp)Hons 
MSc(Oxford) 
PhD(Oxford) 
* Biodiversity 
* Bio Monitoring of Air Pollution 
<on-going> 
88 
Senior Lecturer 
Department of Botany, 
University of Peradeniya 
Peradeniya 
08-2389130 
08-2388018 
anoma@endoramail.com 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
Email 
QUALIFICATIONS 
SPECIALIZATION 
PROJECTS / RESE. 
085. N A M E PERERA, J.K.L.C. (Mr.) 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
QUALIFICATIONS 
SPECIALIZATION 
PROJECTS / RESE. 
Chief Engineer 
Water Supply & Drainage Board, 
Peradeniya 
08-386393;385903 
08-386393 
n wsdbgkp @ si tnet. i k 
406/6A, Wijetunga Mawatha, 
Pilimathalawa 
08-579469 
perera95 @sltnet.lk 
BSc(Eng) 
MSc(Hydrology) 
* Water 
* Wastewater 
* Hydrology 
* Greater Kandy Water <on-going> 
* Waste Water Projects <on-going> 
89 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
E.mail 
086. N A M E PERERA, N. (Mr.) 
PROFESSION Asst. Director 
(Environmental Education and 
Awareness) 
OFFICE Address Central Environmental Authority, 
104, Robert Gunawardena Mawatha, 
Battaramulla 
Tel. No 2872278 
E.mail nperera@cea.lk 
PRIVATE Address No.44/14,1st Cross Street, 
Pagoda Rd., 
Nugegoda 
Tel. No 2823779 
QUALIFICATIONS BA (Economics) 
Dip. in General Management (NB3M) 
SPECIALIZATION * Environmental Education & 
Awareness 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Community Development, Projects 
and Research <on-going> 
* Timber Industry in Sri Lanka 
<completed> 
* Living Standards of shanties 
people <completed> 
90 
087. N A M E PERIYAPPERUMA, S.P. (Mrs.) 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
Senior Env. Officer 
(Env. Pollution Control) 
Central Environmental Authority, 
104, Robert Gunawardena Mawatha, 
Battaramulla 
2872278 
2872605 
shyama@cea.lk 
150/13,2nd Lane,Suhada Mawatha, 
Boralesgamuwa 
01-2518976 
QUALIFICATIONS BSC 
lyfSc in Forestry and Environmental 
Management 
PG Dip Environmental Science 
SPECIALIZATION * Hazardous Waste Management 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Sound Management of Chemicals in 
Sri Lanka-UNITAR project<on-going> 
* Project for the preparation of a 
National Implementation Plan (NIP) 
for the Control of Persistent 
Organic Pollutants (POPs) 
<on-going> 
* Environmental Impact Identification and 
a possible mitigating strategy for 
Boralesgamuwa Lake <completed> 
* Preliminary Study on Hazardous 
Waste Generating Industries and 
Current Disposal Methods in Sri 
Lanka <completed> 
81 
088. NAME 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
PITAWALA, D.M.L.C. (Mrs.) 
BSc(Eng) 
CEng 
MTE(SL) 
* Water 
* Design of Environmental Waste Water 
Treatment Plant for University of 
Moratuwa as a final year project for 
the degree <completed> 
92 
Chief Engineer 
Nat. Water Supply and Drainage Board 
Thelawala Road, 
Ratmalana 
2636770 
2636770 
cemap@sltnet.lk 
128/4, Kahanthota Road, 
Malabe 
2413882 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
QUALIFICATIONS 
SPECIALIZATION 
PROJECTS / RESE. 
089. N A M E : P R E M A C H A N D R A , H.S. (Mr.) 
PROFESSION : Asst. Director 
(Envt. Pollution Control) 
OFFICE Address : Central Environmental Authority 
104, Robert Gunawardena Mawatha, 
Battaramulla 
Tel. No : 2872278; 2872263-4 
Fax No : 2872605 
E.mail : premch@cea.lk 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
E.mail 
367 Main Road, 
Dickhenapura 2nd Step, 
Horana 
34-61711 
hsprem@hotmail.com 
QUALIFICATIONS : BSc(Hons) 
MSc 
Member(Institute of Biology) 
Member(IChem) 
SPECIALIZATION : * Hazardous Waste Management 
* Solid Waste Management 
* Environmental Economics 
PROJECTS / RESE. : * Sri Lanka French Agricultural 
Research Development <completed> 
* Load Based License fee Scheme Pilot 
Project Study in Kelani River Basin-
<completed> 
93 
* Standardization of Physical Qualification 
of Envt. Impacts in the Dandugamoya 
and Negambo Lagoon <completed> 
* Industrial Chemicals Management Action 
Plan Development for S/L <completed> 
Information Exchange Mechanism 
Development for Sound Management of 
Chemicals in Sri Lanka <completed 
* Sound Management of Chemicals in 
Sri Lanka-UN/CEA <completed> 
* Pilot Project for the.Monitoring 
and Control of Transboundary 
Movements of Hazardous Waste-
UNEP/Secretariat of Basel 
Convention/CEA <completed> 
* Financial Resources mobilization 
action plan development for sound 
management of Chemicals in Sri 
Lanka 
* Preparation of National 
Implementation Plan (NIP) for the 
implementation of the Stockholm 
convention (POPs) 
* Design and Implementation of an 
Integrated Solution to Solid Waste 
in Weligama and Dondra Area 
94 
090. NAME PREMASIRI, H.D.S. (Mr.) 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
E.mail 
Scientist 
Nat. Building Research Organization, 
99/1, Jawatta Road, 
Colombo 05 
2588946 
2502611 
nbro@sltnet.lk 
500/1, Rajamalwatta Road, 
Battaramulla 
2883624 
nbro@sltnet.lk 
QUALIFICATIONS : BSc -Hon 
MPhil 
MSc(Env.Management) 
SPECIALIZATION * Air Pollution 
* Envt. Standards 
PROJECTS / RESE. : * Colombo Air Pollution Monitoring 
Programme <on-going> 
* Development of Law Cost Monitoring 
Methodologies <completed> 
95 
NAME 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
QUALIFICATIONS 
SPECIALIZATION 
PROJECTS / RESE. 
PUSHPAKUMARA, D.K.N.G. (Dr.) 
Senior Lecturer 
Department of Crop Science, 
Faculty of Agriculture, 
University of Peradeniya 
08-388239; 388481 
08-388239 
ngkumara@pdn.ac.lk 
140/4/A, 
Sooriyagoda Road, 
Moladanda, 
Kiribathkumbura 
08-386660 
B Sc( Agriculture)Hons. 
MSc (Forestry) 
PhD(UK) Forest Genetic)UK 
* Initial Environmental Examination 
* Environmental Impact Assessment 
* Biodiversity 
* Alien Invasive species 
* Agro forestry 
* IEE and EIA of mini hydropower and 
land development projects <on-going> 
* Assessment of Biodiversity 
Components of IEE and EIA <on-going> 
* Assessment of impacts of alien 
invasive species on biodiversity 
of Udawattakele <completed> 
96 
092. N A M E RAJAPAKSE, I.K. 
PROFESSION Lecturer 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
E.mail 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
Department of Zoology, 
Open University of Sri Lanka 
2853777 
ikraj@ou.ac.lk 
108/5A, 1st lane, Egodawatta Road, 
Boralasgamuwa 
802411 
QUALIFICATIONS BSc 
MSc(Environmental Science) 
SPECIALIZATION : * Wildlife 
* Environmental Science 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Horton Plains <on-going> 
97 
N A M E RAJAPAKSHA, G.N.W. (Mrs.) 
PROFESSION Legal Officer 
OFFICE Address Central Environmental Authority 
104, Robert Gunawardena Mawatha 
Battaramulla 
Tel. No 2872604 
E.mail : ganga@cea.lk 
PRIVATE Address : No.62, Mallikarama Road, 
Ratmalana 
Tel. No 2725353/2713303 
QUALIFICATIONS : Attomey-At-Law 
SPECIALIZATION * Environmental Law 
PROJECTS / RESE. : * Persistent Organic Pollutants 
(POPs) 
98 
094. NAME RAJ A R A I N A M , A . (Mr.) 
PROFESSION Asst. Director 
(Environmental Pollution Control) 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
Central Environmental Authority 
104, Robert Gunawardena Mawatha, 
Battaramulla 
2872263 
2872605 
raja@cea.lk 
32 B Retreat, Colombo 04 
078-609725 
QUALIFICATIONS 
SPECIALIZATION 
PROJECTS / RESE. 
BSc(Chemistry) 
MSc(Environmental Science) 
* Water Pollution 
* Air Pollution 
* Noise Pollution 
* Heavy Metal Pollution 
* Hazardous Waste Management 
* EIA 
* Preparation of Inventory on the 
emission sources of Persistent 
Organic Pollutant in Sri Lanka 
<on-going> 
* A Study on Accumulation of Heavy 
Metals in the surface sediments of 
Selected Water Bodies in the 
Grater Colombo Canal Systems 
<completed> 
99 
095. N A M E R A N A T U N G A , H.K.M.N.P. (Mrs.) 
PROFESSION Landscape Architect 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
Board of Investment of Sri Lanka, 
Ruhunu Udana Building, 
Koggala.Habaraduwa 
09-2283373 
09-2283570 
boikgepz @ si tnet. Ik 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
E.mail 
"Sisira",Anangoda,Galle 
09-2224697/0777901495 
priyanka_nature@hotmail.com 
QUALIFICATIONS 
SPECIALIZATION 
BSc(Built Environment) 
RIBA-1 (London) 
MSc (Landscape Design) 
* Landscape Architecture 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Prepare new landscape 
designs-Industrial parks and other 
BOI premises <on-going> 
* Maintenance of existing natural 
and design landscape-environmental 
landscape management<on-going> 
* Landscape related all architectural, 
Engineering designs, relevant sites 
within propose new Southern Economic 
Region as a member of Board of 
Investments in Sri Lanka <on-going> 
100 
Preparing frame work of landscape 
guidelines for BOI factory owners 
<on-going> 
"Need of Local Landscape Character 
Identification for sustainable 
development" <on-going> 
Critical Analysis of the impact of 
with special consideration of built 
environmental pattern of Galle 
District <completed> 
EIA in landscape development with 
special consideration of rural 
development projects in Galle 
District <completed> 
Comprehensive design and its 
analysis for field studies centre 
for Pinnawala Elephant Orphanage 
<completed> 
Comprehensive Design and its 
analysis for Boralesgamuwa Clay 
pits and its surrounding uses for 
an urban park <completed> 
096. N A M E RANPATHIGE, W.J.K.D. (Ms.) 
PROFESSION Research Officer 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
Industrial Technology Institute 
2674461 
2698622" 
PRIVATE Address : No. 144/8, Thumbowila, 
Piliyandala 
Tel. No : 2613868 
QUALIFICATIONS BSc Engineering 
PG Dip. in Envt. Engineering 
SPECIALIZATION * Chemical Engineering 
* Environmental Management 
PROJECTS / RESE. : * Pollution Control <on-going> 
102 
N A M E R A N W A L A , S.W. (Dr.) 
PROFESSION Senior Lecturer 
OFFICE Address Department of Plant Sciences, 
University of Colombo 
Tel. No : 2585038 
E.mail ranwala@botany.cmb.ac.lk 
PRIVATE Address : 
Tel. No 
46, Mahamegawatta Road, 
Maharagama 
2585038 
QUALIFICATIONS PhD 
SPECIALIZATION * Ecological Aspects 
PROJECTS / RESE. : * Impacts of Parthenium on Chilli 
<on-going> 
* Study of Wetlands in an around 
Colombo-NARESA 1998 <completed> 
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098. N A M E 
PROFESSION 
RATNAYAKE, R.M.S.K. (Mr.) 
Dy. Director 
OFFICE Address Central Environmental Authority 
Regional Office, 
District Secretariate, 
Matale 
026-2227232 Tel. No 
PRIVATE Address 15/2,Pathingia Road, Nawayalatenna, 
Katugastota 
08-2499084 Tel. No 
QUALIFICATIONS BSc(Chemistry) 
PhD (Chemistry) 
Dip (Chemistry and Chemical Engineering) 
Chartered Chemistry 
of Environmental Degradations 
along the Mahaweli River due to 
sand mining <completed> 
* Proposal for Control and Minimization 
of Water Pollutions of Mahaweli 
River by Industrial and Hospital 
effluents <completed> 
* Survey on Environmental Hazards 
due to Activities of Metal Quarries 
in Matale District 
SPECIALIZATION * Environmental Chemistry 
* Industrial Pollution Control 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Project Proposal for Minimization 
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099. N A M E R A T N A Y A K E , V.U. (Dr.) 
PROFESSION General Manager 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
Energy Conservation Fund, 
3G17, BMICH, 
Colombo 07 
2682969 
2682534 
renp@sltnet.lk 
26/9, Wimala Estate, 
Nugegoda 
2810291 
QUALfHCATIONS MSc 
PhD 
SPECIALIZATION * Sustainable Energy 
* Energy 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Mini-hydro, Wind & Biomass Energy 
Projects-Resource 
Assessment, Installation, and 
Management <on-going> 
* Installation of Biomass powered 
electrical power generation 
project <completed> 
* Wind Resource Assessment in North 
Western Region and Ambatale Areas 
<completed> 
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* Water availability studies in mini 
streams in Ging Ganga river basin 
<completed> 
* Measurement of nox emissions from 
biomass fired process industries 
<completed> 
* Colombo garbage, a developing 
countries perspective - The challenge 
of Environmental Management in Urban 
areas Ashgate studies in Environmental 
Policy <completed> 
100. N A M E RODRIGO, T.M.A-S.K. (Mr.) 
PROFESSION Asst. Director 
(Envt. Management & Assessment) 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
E.mail 
Central Environmental Authority, 
104, Robert Gunawardena Mawatha, 
Battaramulla 
2872300 
tmask@cea.lk 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
Email 
No.301/5, Mihindu Mawatha, 
Makola-North, 
Makola 
2962852 
aj i th_rodrigo_42 @ hotmai 1 .com 
QUALIFICATIONS BSc(Biology) 
MSc(Forestry) 
SPECIALIZATION 
PROJECTS / RESE. 
* Natural Resources Management 
* Forestry 
* Wetland Management 
* Integrated Resources Management 
Programme in Wetlands <on-going> 
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101. N A M E 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
S A M A R A K K O D Y , R.Rv(Mr.) 
Environmental Scientist 
National Building Research Organization, 
Jawatte Road, 
Colombo 05 
2588946; 2501834 Ext.220 
2502611 
nbro@sltnet.lk 
54/28, Papiliyana Road, 
Nedimala, Dehiwala 
2716550 
QUALIFICATIONS 
SPECIALIZATION 
BSc (Chem) 
MSc(Anal.Chem) 
C.Chem 
MIChem.SL 
* Air 
* Noise 
* Water 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Develop a Comprehensive, cost 
effective Ambient Air Quality 
Monitoring Network for Colombo 
Urban areas 
* Innovation of a methodology for the 
development of total led (Pb) in 
atmosphere Patent No. 10764 
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1 0 2 . N A M E : S A M A R A K O O N , S.M.S. (Mr.) 
QUALIFICATIONS 
SPECIALIZATION 
BSc 
MI Chem,C Chem 
* Environmental Chemistry 
* Water 
* Waste Water 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Water Quality Monitoring in Kelani 
River <on-going> 
* Waste Water Quality Monitoring in 
Industries <on-going> 
* Sampling and Analysis of Kandy 
Lake Water Quality, Well Water 
Quality Minuwangoda, JaEla area 
<completed> 
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Chemist 
Central Environmental Authority, 
104, Robert Gunawardena 
Mawatha, Battaramulla 
2872278-213 
samlab@cea.lk 
"Upeksha" ,Etugala,Gampola 
08-351357; 0777852917 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
E.mail 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
103. N A M E 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
Email 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
Email 
SEEKKUGE, JJ_ (Mr. ) 
Project Director 
KfW Project, Planning &DesignBi vision, 
National Water Supply & Drainage Board, 
Galle Road, Ratmalana 
2636219; 2638999 
2612164 
n wspddgm @ sltnet. Ik 
No. 93/GI, Elvitigala Mawatha, 
Colombo 08 
683714 
jaliyals@yahoo.com 
QUALIFICATIONS BSc(Eng.)Hons Civil 
PG Dip (ConstMgt.) 
MIE(SL) 
CEng. 
PG Advanced Training 
(Drinking Water Management) 
SPECIALIZATION * Water Resources Management 
* Water Supply 
* Sanitation 
PROJECTS / RESE. Liquid & Solid Waste Disposal 
Master Plan for Ampara <on-going> 
Liquid & Solid Waste Disposal 
Master Plan for Nawalapitiya 
<on-going> 
Low Flow studies & Water Rights in 
Ginganga <completed> 
Water Resource Master Plan for 
Southern Region <completed> 
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PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
104. N A M E SENANAYAKE, S.M.A. (Mr.) 
PROFESSION Asst. Director 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
Central Environmental Authority 
Regional Office, 
Pandulagama, Gamudava, 
Anuradhapura 
2872263 
2872605 
smas@cea.lk 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
E.mail 
359/2, Ruksewana, 
Pilimathalawa 
0777-749918 
amarasiri2001 @ yahoo.com 
QUALIFICATIONS BSc 
MSc(Environmental Science) 
PG Dip.in Education 
SPECIALIZATION * Air Pollution 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Study on Physico Chemical 
parameters and marginal registration 
and aspect of pollution of a stream 
<completed> 
* Plastic Recycling and engaged 
emissions <on-going> 
i l l 
105. N A M E SENANAYAKEjS.RJ.R. (Mr.) 
PROFESSION Additional General Manager (Development) 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
Email 
NWSDB,P.O.Box 14, 
Mt.Lavenia 
075-522389 
075-522389 
adgmdrwb@sltnet.lk 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
QUALIFICATIONS 
42/8, Main Street, 
Battaramulla 
2875361 
BSc(Eng.Civil) 
FLE(SL) 
MASCE 
SPECIALIZATION * Sanitary Engineering 
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106. N A M E 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
PRIVATE Tel. No 
SENARATNE, A.U. (Dr.) 
Managing Director 
Clean Technologies (Pvt.) Ltd., 
No.28/1, 
Byrde Place, 
Colombo-06 
2559747 
2502934 
cleantec@slt.lk 
2501029; 0777-895216 
QUALIFICATIONS BSc 
MSc 
PhD.MCIWEM 
SPECIALIZATION : * Water 
* Waste Water 
* Solid Waste Treatment 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Numerous projects on Water and 
Waste Water and Solid Waste 
Treatment 
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N A M E SENEVIRATNE, D. (Mr.) 
PROFESSION Senior Sociologist 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
Nat. Water Supply & Drainage Board, 
ADB, 37, RB. Alvis Perera Mawatha, 
Katubedda, 
Moratuwa 
2605352 
2605352 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
E.mail 
160/4, Laxapathiya Road, 
Laxapathiya, 
Moratuwa 
2624886 
st_cbwssp @ eureka. Ik 
QUALIFICATIONS MSc in Urban Environmental 
Management 
SPECIALIZATION * Solid Waste Management 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Water Resources Management/River 
Basin Planning 
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N A M E 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
SENEVIRATNE, P .RX. (Mrs.) 
Deputy General Manager 
Nat. Water Supply & Drainage Board, 
Special Projects, 
213,TempIers Road, 
Mt. Lavinia 
73-227660 
73-227660 
spwb@sltnet.lk 
73-220284 
oshini @eureka.lk 
BSc Civil Engineering 
PG Dip(Sanitary Engineering -Delft) 
* Waste Water 
* Ratmalana Moratuwa & Jaela/Ekala 
Waste Water Disposal Project 
<on-going> 
* Beira lake Restoration Project 
<completed> 
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Tel. No 
Fax No 
Rmail 
PRIVATE Tel. No 
E.mail 
QUALIFICATIONS 
SPECIALTZATION 
PROJECTS/RESE. 
N A M E 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
SILVA, E.I.L. (Prof.) 
Asst. Research Professor 
Institute of Fundametal Studies, 
Kandy 
08-2232002 
08-2232131 
sil@ifs.ac.lk 
199, Digana Village, 
Digana 
08-374014 
eilsilva@yahoo.com 
QUALIFICATIONS 
SPECIALIZATION 
PROJECTS / RESE. 
BSc 
MPhil 
PhD 
* Aquatic Environment 
* Aquatic Ecosystems 
* Fish Biology 
* Dam Safety and Environment 
Conservation <on-going> 
* Dam Safety and Reservoir Conservation 
<on-going> 
* Malwathuoya-Mau Ara, Samanalawewa 
wet blanketing <completed> 
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Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
E.mail 
110. N A M E 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
SILVA, G.L.L.P. (Dr.) 
Senior Lecturer 
Department of Animal Science, 
Faculty of Agriculture, 
University of Peradeniya 
08-22387179 
08-22388041 
pradeepas @ pdn. ac. 1 k 
17,University Quarters,Prospect Hill, 
Uda Peradeniya 
08-22387158 
QUALIFICATIONS : BSc.(Agriculture) 
PhD(Animal Genetics and Breeding) 
SPECIALIZATION : * Environmental Impact Assessment 
* Animal Genetic Characterization 
* Animal Biodiversity 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Genetic deterioration of farm 
animals due to illegal slaughter 
<on-going> 
* Biodiversity in indigenous farm 
animals <on-going> 
* Preparation of EIA reports 
<completed> 
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111. NAME SOORIYARACHCHI, NR. (Mr.) 
Specialist Engineer 
Central Engineering Consultancy 
Bureau 
2668820 
2687369 
wsd@cecb.com 
400/52 A-2, Off Bullers Road, 
Colombo 07 
2698757 
nihalran@sltneLlk 
QUALDFICATIONS CEIE Part 11 
PG Dip (Environmental Management) 
SPECIALIZATION * Waste Water Treatment 
* Water Treatment 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Study and Designing for Water 
Supply, Wastewater Collection 
Treatment and Disposal of Poonewa 
Navy Camp <on-going> 
* Feasibility Study for Waste 
Treatment of Sevanagala Sugar 
Industries <on-going> 
* Study & Designing Waste Water 
Treatment plants for Horana & 
Homagama Hospitals <on-going> 
* Feasibility Studies on 
environmental terms for mini hydro 
projects, industries, states etc. 
* Envt Study, designing of Waste 
Water disposal water supply for 
various hospitals, hotels, service 
camps, hostels etc. 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
Email 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
Email 
112. N A M E SRI Y A M , P.D.S.M. (Mrs.) 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
E.mail 
Chief Engineer (Planning & Designs) 
Nat. Water Supply & Drainage Board, 
Gal le Road, 
Ratmalana 
2638999 
shelmapasqual@yahoo.com 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
425/28A,01d Kottawa Road, 
Udahamulla, 
Nugegoda 
2834311 
QUALIFICATIONS IESL part 11 
Chartered Civil Engineer. 
PG DIP Env Engineering & management 
SPECIALIZATION Water quality 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Research on the impacts water 
quality of Seethawaka Oya, 
Awissawella <on-going> 
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113. N A M E SUNIL M A I T T R I P A L A , U. (Mr.) 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
Senior Env Officer 
(Envtl.Pollution Control) 
Central Environmental Authority, 
104, Robert Gunawardena Mawatha, 
Battaramulla 
2872605 
2872605 
maith@cea.lk 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
No.5,Mahakanda,Hindagala, 
Peradeniya 
08-2386600 
QUALIFICATIONS PG DiP (Env. Science) 
SPECIALIZATION 
PROJECTS / RESE. 
* Environmental Science 
* Medical Ethnobotany 
Project-Sigiriya-Dambulla Area 
<completed> 
* Floristic Rearch in 
Minneriya-Giritale Nature Reserve 
<on-going> 
* Industrial Survey with respect to 
pollution and pollution abatement 
measures in the Dehiwala-Mt.Lavenia 
M.C.area <completed> 
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N A M E 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
SUSIRIPALA,H.L. (Mr.) 
Director (Laboratory Services) 
Central Environmental Authority, 
104, Robert Gunawardena 
Mawatha, Battaramulla 
2872606 
2872605 
susiri@cea.lk 
No. 23,Second Lane,Egodawatta, 
Boralesgamuwa 
2801376 
BSc(Chemistry) 
PG Dip.(Pulp & Paper Technology-Norway) 
* Water Quality Monitoring 
* Waste Water 
* Noise/Vibration 
* Sapugaskanda Thermal Power Plant 
Project <on-going> 
* Colombo-Katunayake, Colombo-Matara 
and Colombo-Kandy Express way 
Projects <on-going> 
* Shell gas terminal <on-going> 
* Outer Circular Road <on-going> 
* Kelani River Water Quality 
Monitoring <on-going> 
* Dandugam oya water quality 
Monitoring <completed> 
* Kandy Lake/Beira Lake/Nuwaraeiiya 
Gregory Lake Water Quality 
Monitoring 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
QUALIFICATIONS 
SPECIALIZATION 
PROJECTS / RESE 
I2L 
115. N A M E T I L L E K E R A T N E , R.D.A. (Mr.) 
PROFESSION Asst. General Manager (Planning & 
Designs) 
OFFICE Address Planning & Design Office, 
Nat. Water Supply and Drainage Board, 
Ratmalana 
Tel. No : 2636219 
Fax No : 2612146 
QUALIFICATIONS BSc(Eng)Hons 
PG Dip (Hydrology) 
MSc(Engineering(Waste Water) 
MICE 
MIE(SL) 
SPECIALIZATION * Water 
* Sewerage 
* Waste Management 
* Urban Drainage 
PROJECTS/RESE. * Master Plan for Drainage Matara 
Area <completed> 
* Master Plan for Drainage Tangalle 
Area <completed> 
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116. N A M E UPUL K U M A R A , M.A.S. (Mr.) 
PROFESSION Mechanical Engineer 
(Process Development) 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
E.mail 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
E.mail 
Institute of Post Harvest 
Technologyjayanthi Mawatha, 
Anuradhapura 
025-22344 
rprdc@sltnet.Ik 
218/IB, Ampitigama, Anamaduwa 
0722-636413 
muthupul @ yahoo.com 
QUALIFICATIONS BSc(Eng) 
PG Dip EPC (Eng) 
AMIE(SL) 
SPECIALIZATION 
PROJECTS / RESE. 
* Environmental Pollution Control 
Engineering 
* UNDP enabling Sri Lanka project on 
preparation of National GHG 
Inventory <completed> 
Utilization Baggasse fly ash as a 
supplementary cementing material 
<completed> 
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117. N A M E VASSUDEVAN, K. (Mr.) 
PROFESSION Chief Engineer 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
Nat. Water Supply and Drainage Board, 
14, Rifle Green, Trincomalee 
026-22028 
026-27316 
nwsdgmne@slt.lk 
PRIVATE Address 
E.mail 
11/28, St. Joseph's College Lane, 
Trincomalee 
konavassu@yahoo.com 
QUALIFICATIONS BSc Eng 
PG Diploma 
CEng 
MIE 
SPECIALIZATION * Envt. Water Resources Engineering 
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118. N A M E 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E-mail 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
VIDANAGE, S.P. (Mr.) 
Head, 
Policy Social and Economics Unit 
IUCN-The World Conservation Union, 
53, Horton Place, 
Colombo 07 
2682418/2694094 
2682470 
spv@iucnsl.org 
No. 44 A,Talahena, 
Malabe 
2789813 
QUALIFICATIONS 
SPECIALIZATION 
PROJECTS / RESE. 
MSc(Envtl. Economics) 
MA(Economics) 
BSc(Agriculture)Hons 
* Environmental Economics 
* Environmental Monitoring of the 
Rural Access Road Project (ADB/9) 
<on-going> 
* Evaluating the EIAR for the 
Alternate highway (Expressway) 
between Colombo and Kandy 
* Implemented EIA process for major 
development projects including the 
EIA for Colombo-Katunayaka 
Expressway <completed> 
* National Coordinator of the Sri 
Lanka component of the Regional 
Technical Assistance for Coastal 
& Marine Resources Management and 
Poverty Reduction in South Asia 
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119. N A M E W A L P O L A , R. (Mr.) 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Asst. Director 
(Envt. Education & Awarness Div.) 
Central Environmental Authority, 
104, Robert Gunawardena Mawatha, 
Battaramulla 
Tel. No 2872263 
E.mail rwalpola@cea.lk 
PRIVATE Address No. 131/1, Kurugala, Padukka 
QUALIFICATIONS BA(Hons.) 
SPECIALIZATION : * Environment Education 
* Environment Awareness 
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N A M E W A R U S A M A N A , R. (Mr.) 
PROFESSION Asst. General Manager 
(Planning & Design) 
OFFICE Address National Water Supply & Drainage 
Board, Ratmalana 
Tel. No 01636219 
Fax No 01-612164 
E.mail : ransewa@slt.lk 
PRIVATE: Tel. No 033-2226487 
QUALIFICATIONS BSc(Eng) 
MEng 
CEng 
MIE(SL) 
MCIWEM 
SPECIALIZATION * Water Supply 
* Sewerage 
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121. N A M E : 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
E.mail 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No : 
W A T T A V I D A N A G E , J. (Dr.) 
Senior Educational Assistant 
Department of Zoology, 
Open University, 
Nawala, Nugegoda 
2853777 
wvper@ou.ac.lk 
No. 4/1,Hospital Road, 
Maharagama 
01-837136 
QUAUHCATIONS BSc 
M.Phill 
Ph.D. 
SPECIALIZATION * Fresh Water Biology 
PROJECTS / RESE. * 
* 
Environment Communication Project 
for NSF <on-going> 
Productivity in the Bolgoda Lagoon 
System <completed> 
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122. N A M E WEERASINGHE, H.A. (Mr.) 
PROFESSION Consultant 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
E.mail 
Hairu & Associates (Pvt.) Ltd, 
25, Lady Gordon's Drive, 
Kandy 
08-200220; 0777840463 
08-202415 
premiers @sltnet.lk 
56/4, Rosaamund Place, 
George E de Silva Mawatha, 
Kandy 
08-225805 
vcs@sltnet.lk 
QUALIFICATIONS BSc-Agriculture 
MSc Extention Eduction 
SPECIALIZATION * Water Conservation 
* Agriculture 
* Natural Resource Management 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Environmental Impact Assessment for 
agribusiness entrepreneurs in 
Southern Province <on-going> 
* Forest Resources Management 
Project <completed> 
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* Management Plan for Singharaja and 
Kenneliya conservation-IUCN 
<completed> 
* Impact Assessment and establishment of 
a impact monitoring system for 
participatory forestry <completed> 
* Impact Assessment of the agricultural 
and Natural Resources component of 
IRDP Ratnapura <completed> 
* Preparation of Biodiversity Action 
Plan S/L <completed> 
* Socio Economic analysis of 17 
proposed wet zone conservation 
forests <completed> 
* Preparation of Training Manual on 
Watershed Management for Upper 
Mahaweli Watershed Development 
Project <completed> 
* Preparation of Extention leaflet 
on Vetiver Grass for Upper Mahaweli 
Watershed Development 
Project <completed> 
* Moderated South Asian Organic 
Farming Forum <completed> 
123. N A M E WEERASUNDARA,G.A. (Mr.) 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE 
PRIVATE 
Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
Address 
Tel. No 
E.mail 
Asst. Director 
(Pollution Control Div.) 
Central Environmental Authority 
2872263 
2872605 
sundar@cea.lk 
483/16 Heiyanthuduwa North,Heiyanthuduwa 
2963940 
gaweeras @ sltnet. Ik 
QUALIFICATIONS BSc 
MPhill 
SPECIALIZATION 
PROJECTS / RESE. 
* Water Pollution 
* Limnology 
* Cleaner Production 
* Oil Pollution 
* Marine Pollution 
* Aquatic Oligochaetes 
* Research on the taxonomy, ecology 
and distribution pattern of aquatic 
oligochaetes in some tropical countries 
<on-going> 
* Bolgoda Lake Integrated Environmental 
Management and Development Project 
(BLIEMDEP)<on-going> 
* Integrated Environmental 
Management Programme for Canal 
Network of the Greater Colombo 
Area <on-going> 
* School Environmental Awareness 
Demonstration Project through 
Coastal Zone Monitoring <completed> 
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124. N A M E WEERATUNGA, M.L . (Mr.) 
PROFESSION Asst. General Manager 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
Nat. Water Supply and Drainage Board, 
New Town, 
Ratnapura 
045-2228570 
045-2223533 
nwsrat@sltnet.lk 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
352/2, Aruggoda, Alubomulla, 
Panadura 
038-2238961 
QUALIFICATIONS BSc(Eng) 
CEng 
MSc(Delft) 
P.GDip 
SPECIALIZATION * Water 
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125. N A M E W I C K R A M A R A T N E , R. (Dr.) 
PROFESSION Natural Project Coordinator (PoPs) 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
E.mail 
POPs Project Office, 
Ministry of Envt. & Natural Resources, 
Parisara Piyasa, 
Battaramulla 
074-407616 
rupa.pop @ wow.lk 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
E.mail 
184, Elvitigala Mawatha, 
Colombo 08 
2685681 
ruwick@lanka.ccom.lk 
QUALIFICATIONS : PhD in Genetics (UK) 
SPECIALIZATION : * Genetic 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Management/Coordination of PoPs 
Project (UNEP funded) <on-going> 
* Management of Climate Change 
Project<Completed> 
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126. N A M E : W I C K R A M A S I N G H E , A . (Prof.) 
QUALIFICATIONS 
SPECIALIZATION 
PROJECTS / RESE. 
BAfHons) 
MScCNatural Resources) 
PhD(Forestry) 
* Forestry 
* Agro Forestry 
* Community Forestry 
* Biodiversity 
* Land Use 
* Many Projects 
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PROFESSION : Senior Professor and Head of Geography 
OFFICE Address Department of Geography, 
University of Peradeniya 
Tel. No 08-3800065 
PRIVATE Tel. No : 08-2374536 
E.mail : niluwic@slt.lk 
127. N A M E : W I C K R A M A S I N G H E , R.H. (Dr.) 
BA(Hons) 
PhD(London) 
* Environmental Education 
* Environmental Law 
Many projects. 
135 
Director 
Institute for Tropical Envt. Studies, 
41, Flower Road, 
Colombo 07 
2691986 
ites@itmin.com 
"Roshanara", 41 ,Flower Road, 
Colombo 07 
2691986 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No : 
E.mail 
PRIVATE Address : 
Tel. No 
QUALIFICATIONS 
SPECIALIZATION : 
Projects/Resea. : 
128. N A M E 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
WIJERATNE, S.C. (Dr.) 
QUALIFICATIONS PhD 
M.Phil 
SPECIALIZATION Environment Microbiology 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Lichens as indicators of Air 
Pollution <on-going> 
* Solid Waste Treatment by composting 
<completed> 
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Senior Lecturer 
Department of Botany, 
University of Sri Jayawardenapura, 
Nugegoda 
2801141 
2910171 
wijerat@sjp.ac.lk 
No.08, Mithrananda Mawatha, 
Kiribathgoda 
2910171 
129. N A M E WLJESINGHE, M.K.A.J. (Ms.) 
PROFESSION 
OFFICE Address 
Tel. No 
Fax No 
E.mail 
PRIVATE Address 
Tel. No 
Chief Engineer-Corporate Planning 
Nat. Water supply and Drainage Board, 
Galle Road, 
Ratmalana 
2637180 
2605325 
dgmcp@sltnet.lk 
94/l,Nivanthidiya, 
Piliyandala 
074-215348 
QUALIFICATIONS 
SPECIALIZATION 
MSc(Sanitary Engineering) 
* Sanitary Engineering 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Developing a Solid Waste Management 
System for a Small Town <on-going> 
* Characteristics of pre-coat layer 
in ultrafiltration Membranes 
<Completed> 
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130. N A M E : WIJESINGHE, T.W.A.W (Mrs.) 
QUALIFICATIONS BSc(Chemistry) 
MIChem.C.Chem 
SPECIALIZATION * Water Quality 
* Environment Monitoring 
* Water Analysis 
* Chemical Parameters 
* Microbiological Parameters 
PROJECTS / RESE. * Water Quality Monitoring in Kelani 
River-CEA/E&NR Ministry/EAIP 
„, <on-going> 
* Water Quality Monitoring at Kelani 
River with emphasis of chrome 
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